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Blizzard Baja 2017
Five years. That’s how long it has been since a few bold students decided to start an SAE Baja Team at
Marquette University. Without getting into how hard it was for a student to balance his or her studies with
starting a competitive collegiate Baja team, it is even harder for new teams to make a dent in the ladder of SAE
Baja success. But when Eagle Racing was founded in 2011, the founding members set a goal of being known as a
fierce competitor in this cuttthroat collegiate design series.
Most of our supporters know that the beginning was rough for Eagle Racing. Money was tight, supplies
were scarce, and dedicated students were few and far between. Furthermore, Eagle Racing suffered a heart
wrenching first competition, only completing two laps of the endurance race before the frame bent. It was a brief
ending to a long journey of hard work and long nights. It then took the team another two years to place top 5 in
an unsanctioned competition and place above half the field in an SAE International competition. Those 2 years
were tough, full of roll overs, failed tech inspections, and a plethora of learning experiences.
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The 2016-2017 race season was different.
Unlike previous seasons, Eagle Racing had
extensive testing and tuning done on Eagle 2
before the opening competition in Louisville,
Midnight Mayhem. The team was not only
confident in their designs, but they were
confident in their race strategy and more
importantly, themselves. Their hard work,
experience, and confidence, led Eagle 2 to a
3rd place finish out of nearly a hundred cars at
Midnight Mayhem. Eagle Racing wasn’t hitting
a lucky streak either, their success continued
with another 3rd place finish at Backwoods Baja.
With a taste of success lingering in their mouths,
Eagle Racing was eager for a 1st place finish, and
at Michigan Tech’s Blizzard Baja competition,
they got their chance.
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For those who are not familiar, Blizzard Baja is
the team’s only winter competition where the course is
built on deep snow and the temperatures rarely climb
above the single digits. It is a course that is not only
hard on the cars but hard on the drivers. This season,
the usual 7 layers of clothing and ski jackets were replaced with flannels and hoodies, due to the heat wave
hitting northern Michigan. This not only meant a more
pleasurable experience for the driver, but a completely
different course. Normally, where you had a course
carved with snow ruts and slowed by icy hairpins,
this course’s makeup was slushy with long stretches of
blacktop.

Endurance time, Eagle 2 sat in the middle of
the starting grid, like an eagle watching its prey from
a distance. A fair number of cars stood in the way of
pole position, however, this wasn’t an issue for Eagle 2.
Within the first two laps, Eagle Racing was in 1st place,
thanks to quick but smart driving from Eric Robinson.
The race started on a small section of blacktop, then
quickly transitioned into the slush and snow of the
practice fields. It was in this section that Eagle 2 truly
spread its wings. It seemed almost like a snowmobile
as it cut through the melting snow and slush, making
quick work of the other cars on the track.
For this race, no compromises were made,
Eagle 2 outmaneuvered competitors in the corners,
and blew past teams on the straights. Smart and fast
driving by Eric really helped highlight the superiority
of Eagle 2 across the board. If you’re waiting to read
about a point where an issue arose because of driver
error, keep looking. Eagle 2 lead for the entire race, and
was only pulling further ahead. The car kept pulling
and pulling, lengthening its lead and held it until the
race organizers ended the event 2 hours early, due to
far from ideal race conditions. The race was scored on
what Eagle Racing had completed thus far.
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Whenever there are drastic changes in the
course or even with the temperature, changes must to
be made on the car. A course that has a lot of ruts and
big jumps supports a car with an increased ride height
and higher tire pressure. On a slushy and mostly flat
course without ruts, a car with a softer suspension,
lower ride height, and lower tire pressure is desired.
Due to these weather conditions, the cars ride height
was lowered and the shock pressures were decreased.
On both Eagle 1 and Eagle 2, Eagle Racing
currently uses Fox Float Evol 3 air shocks. Since the air
acts as both the spring and dampener, and air density
is very susceptible to changes in temperature, the
proper shock pressure must be adjusted right before
the race, and sometimes during. Furthermore, on a
more forgiving course with fewer jumps, Eagle 2 could
run a slightly lower tire pressure, allowing for more
mechanical grip without worrying about bending any
rims. Once a few minor adjustments with the steering
and safety harness were made before the race, Eagle 2
was ready to race.
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The organizers then set up an oval, Nascarlike track on the blacktop to let the teams race for the
remaining two hours. This part of the race was not
scored and was just for fun. Eagle Racing took this
as an opportunity to give our new members a chance
to get some seat time in a wheel-to-wheel racing
experience. Swapping out drivers every 15 minutes, the
team managed to give all members a chance to drive.
Exhausted but excited, Eagle Racing made their way
over to the awards ceremony.

For the first time in Eagle Racing’s narrative, they were called to the top of the podium. It was a long
awaited moment for Eagle Racing, and the taste for a 1st place victory had finally been satisfied. As president
Brandon Ohloff walked up to accept the Blizzard Baja trophy, you could see the excitement in his face, excited to
finally have a 1st place trophy to represent all the hard work and dedication by baja members over the years. It
was surreal and a big relief for the team. Eagle racing has been working towards this for five years. And at some
points, progress was slow and very discouraging, but the team kept their heads high and kept working towards
success. In typical Eagle Racing fashion, this victory will fuel the team to work harder and strive to be better.
Their quest for success is not finished.
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Eagle 3
Thanks to the generous support from our sponsors, not only is Eagle Racing headed to their fifth
international competition in June, but Eagle Racing will be competing with their new car, Eagle 3. This car may
look a lot like Eagle 2, but there are many subtle yet effective differences. To start the frame is only 60 lbs, a
30% decrease over Eagle 2. Major weight savings came from optimizing frame design, and more specificly the
optimization of frame member wall thicknesses. Furthermore, the rear portion of the frame underwent some
serious weight loss, thanks to the new semi-trailing arm design. This new design is similar to a double A-arm
design, except it sends the load path into the center of the frame, where the members are a lot stronger. This
means less load absorbing members in the rear.
Finally the last major change for Eagle 3 will be the new gearbox, Eagle Drive. This gearbox was designed
by the seniors last season specifically for Eagle 3 application. With the ability to operate Eagle Drive as a single
forward drive or a forward-neutral-reverse drive gearbox, the team can opt for improved weight savings running
only forward, or increased flexibility having neutral and reverse. In addition to these large changes, there are
many subtle changes brought about through the need for weight savings and increased strength.

The current build progress of Eagle 3 can be followed exclusively on our website, but the progress would
not be as far as it is without the generous material donations from Tankcraft Corp., the Eagle Drive CNC work
done by Robinson Metal, the tools needed to work on the car by Milwaukee Tool, and of course Marquette
University for the monetary and facility support. The plan is to have the car drivable by mid-April and be able to
test it at Wisconsin Off Road Adventure’s & Husco’s testing locations. before competition Remember to stay up to
date on Eagle 3’s progress thread via the team’s website.
Say what you want about Eagle Racing. We know, sometimes we are still bleeding the brakes the morning
of the race, yes sometimes we have the welder out halfway through the endurance race, and yes we don’t always
look like the most put-together team, but success speaks for itself. Only 5 years into competing as a team and we
have already taken a first place finish, with a podium finish in every race we have competed in this school year,
at a fraction of the budget and equipment of other teams. It is beyond belief to think that in only 5 years, Eagle
Racing went from 6 team members with no social media presence, only one car, and two sponsors, all the way
to 30 team members, the most followers out of any Baja team on Twitter and Instagram, 1000 likes on Facebook,
200 website views a week, an average reach of over 4000 people per week, 11 big name sponsors, 3 cars, and 3
podium finishes. Our success can contributed to one thing and one thing only: hard work. Hopefully we can
count on the continued support from all of our fans and supporters, in order to let the teams hard work and
perseverance shine.
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From June 9th to June 11th , Eagle Racing will be competing in SAE International Peoria. This will be
the first time Eagle 3 will compete, and like any new car Eagle Racing has constructed, we don’t expect it to be
without fault. But, with the outstanding success from Eagle 2, and Eagle 3’s close relation to Eagle 2, we hope
to be very competitive. If it was not for the founding members that instilled good values in us, and the current
members that put Baja above everything else, the team would not be as successful as we are today. Thanks to
everyone on the team that contributed to the success experienced at Michigan Tech’s Blizzard Baja, and huge
thanks to all of our sponsors! Thanks to Milwaukee Tool, Tankcraft Corp., Robinson Metal, Husco International,
Wisconsin Off Road Adventures, County Line Sugar Bush, Hayes Brakes, and Market Hatch Company.
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GO EAGLE RACING!

